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Abstract
The price of food commodities are very significant to be analyzed because, apart
from depicting the interaction between supply and demand, it also one of the most
important elements of the economy of food resilience. Food price analysis is used to
formulate the policy of price stabilization and product enhancement. This research
aims to make observation and to technically analyze toward price fluctuation of some
food commodities in Semarang city using ARIMA (Autoregressive Moving Average)
Model analysis tool. ARIMA Model in this research is used to predict food price in
short period of time, as well as an early warning detection of food price fluctuation.
This research uses daily time series data in the span of 2015 to 2018. The source of
the data is Commodity Price and Production Information System (SIHATI) Central Java
Province, a publicized price survey. The research result shows that ARIMA Model that
has been generated can predict price of some food commodities (i.e chicken meat,
eggs, red chili peppers and shallots) in Semarang city.
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1. Introduction

The availability of basic needs is important for human lives. People need basic need in
their lives therefore, the price that circles around the basic needs fluctuates and shakes
the economic situation. Generally, the correlation is influenced by the supply and
demand of the situated market. When the supply is increased, usually, what happens
in the market’s demand is decreased with all other things being equal and vice versa.
Basic needs that people consume are from agriculture and farm commodities. Those
commodities are one of many staple goods that have irresponsive demand elasticity
to price changes hence, it is called inelastic. If there is a price change to certain basic
needs in a massive amount of change, the price of the good is considered stable
(inelastic) to price change [1]. Since, there is a low price elasticity of demand mixed
with the change of seasons in the production causes high price fluctuation [2]. The
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effect of that phenomenon is when there is a increased price change on certain basic
need commodities will cause a shock effect, such as higher price change when there
is a change on supply side.

The aim of this paper is to observe and do technical analysis to price fluctuation to
certain basic food commodities in Semarang City using ARIMA (Autoregressive Inte-
grated Moving Average) model as the analysis tool. Food price analysis is used to
formulate price stability policy and increased production. Accurate public information
can form an accurate policy by forecasters, also to reduce price variance in the market
[3]. The application of ARIMA as an analysis tool of short-term prediction, hopefully,
can anticipate and give an early warning message to food price fluctuation in the
future. The more accurate policy formulation, the more it can prevent the shock of
price to happen in the future. So, the shock could be prevented to either happen to
consumers or producers. Consumers can still consume basic needs with reasonable
price, and also for the farmers and stock farmers still can sell their commodities to the
market with accurate policy. Same idea [4] that forecasting can help people on making
accurate decision timely to face the uncertainty of price in the future.

In this paper, the ARIMA-forecasted commodities are chicken meat, eggs, chili, and
shallots. This is because within the period of analysis starts from 1𝑠𝑡 of August 2015 to
31𝑠𝑡 of May 2018, all four of the commodities showed that the price fluctuated different
than other commodities, especially it showed on the special periods such as at the
end of the year. The analysis is meant as an early detection of price change, especially
those basic needs for people. Price control is one of the effort to decrease the risk
for producers (farmers). The form of price control is the way to forecast the price in
the future. The result of this forecasting analysis can be used as part of the farmers’
decision also for government as the policy maker.

In previous research, [5] stated that forecasting using ARIMA model can predict the
price of staple goods on a national scale with an error rate of 2.22%. The study [6]
compares the use of the Winter Smoothing model with the ARIMA model on Bulog’s
rice stock and concluded that the use of Winter Smoothing further yields Mean Square
Error (MSE) smaller than ARIMA model. Also, [7] concluded that the deficiency in the
ARIMA model cannot predict a downward or sharply moving data movement in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) due to external factor interventions such as the financial
crisis.

Recently, the determination of price commodity involves the trial-error system so,
the stability of chili commodity price becomes unattended and shows unstable price
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Figure 1: Food Price Growth In Jawa Tengah.

fluctuation. This is because the system still embraces fundamental analysis. Funda-
mental analysis of commodity involves each of product of commodity, generally, fun-
damental analysis of commodity includes something very staple and basic such as,
supply and demand analysis, seasons, plagues, and natural disasters. This research
is conducted in order to develop complementary models, especially in terms of data
processing of food commodity price technically. In this study, the ARIMA model is used
to predict the daily price of staple goods in Semarang City in the short term. ARIMA is
suitable for time-series forecasting studies especially for short-term prediction [8, 9].

2. Method

The data used in this study used secondary data on Semarang City Food Commodity
Price Daily from April 2015 to June 2018 obtained through the Central Java Inflation
Control Team through pricejateng.org website. Data processing tools used in this study
using E-Views.

This research uses Autoregressive Moving Average (ARIMA) model. The develop-
ment and design of the ARIMA model as the forecasting tool of the known financial-
economy variables is ARIMA Box-Jenkins (1976). Box-Jenkins finds the ARIMA model
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(p, d, q) that meets the stochastic procedure in which the sample originated. The
Box-Jenkins procedure focuses on installing amixed Autoregressive IntegratedMoving
Average (ARIMA) model into a set of data [10]. The Box-Jenkins methodology consists
of four repetitive steps of model identification, parameter estimation, diagnostic test
and model forecasting [4]. In the study [11], ARIMA model applications through three
phases of model identification, parameter estimation, and diagnostic examination. The
Box-Jenkins ARIMA model requires stationary procedures, as long as the data is not
stationary, the time-series data identification step needs to be done in order to become
stationary. A stationary procedure is a necessary condition in building an ARIMAmodel.

Figure 2: ARIMA Approaching Model Scheme.

3. Result and Discussion

Results of data plots on all four food products analyzed showed a recurrent pattern
in time series data. This indicates the presence of seasonal elements in the data. The
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nature of food prices that depend on nature such as temperature and availability of
fertilizer and food business intensity such as peak harvest and planting season and
national holiday [12]. In further analysis, the stationary assumption of variance and
means is necessary as both are the main requirements of forecasting in this ARIMA
method. The test results on the stationary of the data show that the four commodities
studied have been stationary, the test results show that the Augmented Dickey Fuller
(ADF) test statistic, it is known that the CHICKENMEAT, REDCHILI, EGGS, and SHALLOTS
variables at a real level of 1% have stationary at the level (table 1).

T 1: Stationary Test.

variabel ADF Test Statistic KETERANGAN

CHICKENMEAT -16,38809* Stationer

REDCHILI -27,38118* Stationer

EGGS -25,42486* Stationer

SHALLOTS -25,58626* Stationer

*) test critical values α 1%: -3,436462

By considering the stationary test, the next step can be identified plot Correlogram
for estimation ARIMA Box Jenkins model of each commodity studied. Here is the Cor-
relogram plot:

Considering the correlogram, the ARIMA model identification for each commodity is
as follows:

T 2: ARIMA Model Identification.

Variabel Pola ACF dan PACF Model terpilih

CHICKENMEAT AR (1,2,3) MA (1,2,9) AR1, AR2, MA1, MA2, MA9

REDCHILI AR (1,2,4) MA(1,2,7) AR1, AR2, MA1

EGGS AR(1,2) MA (1) AR1, AR2, MA1

SHALLOTS AR (1), MA (1,7) AR1, MA1, MA7

The estimation results from the four commodities are as follows:

Based on the estimation results used can be used to forecast for each food commod-
ity in the period to come. Root Means Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percent
Error (MAPE) show significant results. MAPE is themost important part of statistics and
can be used on observations and has the smallest variability from sample to sample
[10]. MAPE can often be understood in user research, so MAPE is often used to report
research results [13, 14]. The results of the model’s ability to be used as forecasts for
each commodity show that the resultingmodel can be used tomake predictions, which
is shown by the actual value pattern identical to the fitted value pattern.
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Figure 3: Correlogram Plot.

4. Conclusion

From the results of the research, for prediction data of chicken, egg, chili and red onion
price using ARIMA time series model, based on Root Means Square Error (RMSE) and
Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) values, the four ARIMA models can be used as
early warning model of commodity prices. The R-Squared values of all four models
greater than 90% also indicate that ARIMA’s overall model has a good performance
to predict future prices, in anticipation of fluctuating market demand. The benefit of
using this prediction model is that at the farmer / breeder level the relative will choose
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T 3: ARIMA Model Estimation Results.

Variabel Hasil Estimasi R2 RMSE MAPE

CHICKENMEAT CHIKENMEAT = 0 +
[AR(1)=0.746128202189,
AR(2)=0.253687714401,
MA(1)=0.448089479807,
MA(2)=-0.135154031822,MA(9)=-
0.112326367488

0.94 683,82 0,97%

REDCHILI REDCHILI = 27628.0745422 +
[AR(1)=1.52546016094,
AR(2)=-0.534442706153,
MA(1)=-0.384879131553

0.97 1539,23 3,21%

EGGS EGGS = 20167.3834621 +
[AR(1)=1.81617177758,
AR(2)=-0.821601427631,
MA(1)=-0.672717913042

0,98 260,02 0,68%

SHALLOTS SHALLOTS = 25578.1160093 +
[AR(1)=0.992525677226,
MA(1)=0.186374751894,
MA(7)=0.0849543289561

0,99 715,28 1,53%
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Figure 4: ARIMA Residual Model, Actual Pattern And Fitted Pattern.

the starting time of production at the high price, so it is expected to help increase the
income of farmers. For the government, it can be used as guides in determining floor
price and ceiling price so that it can be maintained conducive price in terms of demand
and supply.
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